
JAM MUSIC LAB Private University Universidade Federal de Sdo Carlos 

Guglgasse 8 Rodovia Washington Luis, km 235 

1010 Wien, Austria 13565-905 Sao Carlos (SP), Brazil 

represented by the rector Mag. Marcus Ratka represented by the rector Dr. Ana 

Beatriz de Oliveira 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MoU) 

The above-mentioned universities, JAM MUSIC LAB Private University Vienna, Austria, and 

Universidade Federal de Sdo Carlos, Brazil, express their wish and have agreed to cooperate in 

research and development, teaching and artistic projects in the interdisciplinary fields of music, 

music medicine & arts for health. 

Both universities will report about this step on their websites, and the corresponding online- 

content will be generated by September 30. 

Concretely, as a first step of this cooperation, it is agreed that the Director of the Research 

Institute for Music Medicine with focus on Arts for Health of the JAM MUSIC LAB, Dr. Oliver Peter 

Graber, will hold online contributions in the form of lectures/lectures in the course of the 

programme “music&science” (projeto de extensdo) directed by Dr. Corinne Arrouvel with the 

extent of 4 hours (240 min) using the platform ZOOM, which are open to the students of 

Universidade Federal de SGo Carlos and all other festival participants in Brazil (including the 

audience of the Heitor Villa Lobos museum) and accessible free of charge. 

The lectures of Mr. Graber will cover the following two topics: 1.) his personal concept of musical 

composition based uppn scientific data (1h); and 2.) music-medicine (Music, Dance & brain, 3h). 

In return, Dr. Arrouvel or/as well as other members of the festival team “music&science”, if 

applicable, will give online lectures using ZOOM in the identical amount of time, which will be 

open and free of charge to the members of the JAM MUSIC LAB Private University in Austria. The 

topic of the corresponding lecturers will be named later. 

The period for these reciprocal online events is agreed to be December 2022. The exact dates for 

the individual contributions will be agreed in writing and then published on the websites of both 

universities in time. 

Further projects of cooperation between the two universities always require a new agreement 

in written form. 

This MoU is effective as from the date of the last signature by both parties and will remain in 

force for five (5) years. The duration hereof may be extended by means of a duly signed 

amendment. 

Any amendment hereto shall be agreed in writing and signed by the authorized representatives 

of both parties. 

Any party can terminate this MoU at any time by giving the other party a reasoned termination 

notice in writing at least three (3) months in advance, along with return receipt. In the event of 

termination hereof, eventually ongoing activities will be duly concluded.
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Questions and disputes arising from the interpretation or execution of this MoU will be friendly 
settled by both parties. In case an amicable solution is not possible, they shall jointly appoint a 
third party, natural person, to act as arbitrator. 
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